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About This Game
Have you played enough serious games?
Do you want to relax and have some fun with your friends?
Well, maybe you can laugh on your own, it is only your decision.
"Akuya" is not a normal game.
It's actually weird to call it a game.
IT'S NOT A GAME!
Are you here to buy a "NO-GAME"?
If you are, then go on!
Try it!
Be the person who tries desperatly to survive on an island in the middle of the ocean.
Is it possible to survive?
Of course not!
After all we want to be realistic!
Have fun!
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Title: Akuya
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Indie Dynamics
Publisher:
Indie Dynamics
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8/10
Processor: Intel Core i3
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 or higher; ATI Radeon HD 4890 or higher
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Badly produced game. Don't bother buying. The controls are all over the place, the camera and building systems are awful and it
is hard to follow some of the tutorials.. The idea of the game is original and intriguing.
Unfortunately its execution is terrible.
The game punishes players that are doing well and aids the struggling ones. This isn't sound.
Furthermore the player needs to tend to a lot of repetitive mechanical tedium (repairing and putting pieces back) which gets old
fast.
After progressing into the higher levels I suddenly longed to solve a sudoku.
Solving them at least makes me feel like I accomplished something.. This game is dark.... and it gave me fear.... and it's point
and click so you can eat and game at the same time, that was probably my favorite part!. the most useless dlc ive ever bought, no
one buy it, so i bought this just to be unique.. Just want to leave a note for older Mac Users : contrary to the official sysreqs It
runs succesfully on Lion 10.7.5 and on Intel GMA950 ( 2006/2007 32bit Macbook/MacMini )
I bought it on a WIndows PC , and just for fun and giggles downloaded it on mac steam on such a old macmini , and et voila it
runs perfect.. great game for twitch streams. Star Conflict has become so bad since they added destroyers.
Now they keep adding "buildable" ships into the game on a concept similar to destroyers, none of those ships are reasonably
possible to earn without real money.
It is now becoming rare to find a match, without every single players using destroyers.
Something that is far less rare, 1vs1 or 2vs2 match, because the game is lacking players (mostly due to the game being bad since
the greedy devs keep releasing content only available with real money).
Unplayable as is or at least not playable with enjoyment.
Avoid this DLC like all the other paid content until it isn't too late.. This game is so poorly done. No individual player stats,
tempo means very little with defencive batting tactics leading to pull shots played to yorkers, the opposition score 500-600 runs
frequently no matter the bowling tactics or strength. First few hours were interesting but after two or three campaigns you
realise it just doesn't matter what you do. Very cheap animations.
Could have been really good with more work but its certainly not worth the money.. This soundtrack is freaking astounding.
Even better than the amazingly wonderful game it's coupled with.. Very funny game. Raining inside a house, fishing and the line
comes back through land mass.
Anyway. Its a short game. Just a few dungeons and few quests and its done. Crafting..death system...story.....LOL.
This game is one of the reasons why RPGMaker games are seen as fishing scam.
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i love any japanese game so this took me by surprise i really enjoyed playing it.
as a story based game i found it to be real to life and i recomend anyone to get this. The game is not bad, it's pretty much a
"meh" puzzle adventure.
The puzzles weren't blatantly easy, which is always a plus, but the biggest challenge didn't seem to come from figuring the
puzzles out, but in the mechanics to interact with the puzzles. If a puzzle took me a bit to get it was because the mouse controls
didn't respond properly.
The biggest negative to the game, however, is that there is no ending. When you finish the last puzzle you are just sent to the
main menu screen with a "Thanks for playing" message. I know these kinds of games are short, but there should at least be a
small payoff for beating the game.. Very beautiful game, but I am honestly a little upset at the cost versus the length of
gameplay. $15 for a game that i finished in one evening and has virtually no replay value. I appreciate the hard work that went
into this game, and I know the devs need to profit, but I cannot justify spending $15 for a game I can only play once. Way too
expensive guys. Great game, but not worth the cost. I can´t play in my pc...can anyone help me?. One of the best games in my
quite extensive library. A refreshing alternative to all the crapware shoved by indie devs recently. You know you have truly
ascended when you unironically buy Incel Clicker to play as one of your idols.
Don't let my playtime fool you. I have played countless of hours offline which aren't included. 8\/10 Would recommend
Much love,
- D. Scheidlin
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